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t ntroduction 
In this paper we consider a Gnite dimentionai Lie algebra q over an algebraically 
closed (sometimes perfect only) field k of characteristic p > 0. Zassenhaus 1 f 2) 
has shown the existence of a number nt such that every irreducible representation 
of g has dimension G pm, equality holding in “most” cases; for the precise meaning 
of “most”, see $+I9 (iv). The irreducibfe representations correspond in a I- I way 
to the points of a certain algebraic variety over k. Thus one is lead to considering 
falgcbraic) families of representations, that is, representations of !1 in an algebraic 
vector bundle over a certain scheme such that in the fibers one gets ordinary linear 
representations (see $4, (ii)). These families of representations have been intro- 
duced by Kudakov and &fareviC 181. In this paper we generalize to arbitrary Lie 
algebras ome of their rcsui ts for the simple Lie algebra of type Al in characteristic 
p > 2. These results are the following. In the category of families of irreducible 
p-dimensional representations there is no universal element (Proposition (4.1)). 
Mowevcr, if one adds a rigidity to the families of representations (see $4. (v)), one 
finds that there does e.\ist a universal element in the category of irreducible p*#- 
dimensional rigid representations (Theorem (4.2)). As a preparation to these prop- 
ositions we derive in 5 8 2 and 3 information on the structure of the universal en- 
veloping algebra U ofg over its center 2 and on maximal subfields of the quotient 
field of U. To conclude the paper, we determine in 3 5 the irreducible representations 
of the two different classical Lit algebras of type A 1 over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic 2. 
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5 1. Recollections 
in this paper g denotes a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field k of chatac- 
teristic p. k wil! be assumed to be perfect (and later on even algebraically closed). 
U is the universal enveloping algebra of g and 2 the center of U. FoIlowing Ztissen- 
haus [ 121 we consider the subspace L. of U generated by the pith powers of e?e 
ments of !lT p = 0, I, 2, . . . : 
and 
Let 0 be the subalgebra of Z generated by 1 and BJ. Zassenhaus has shown that tf 
15 a free O-module of rank ~9 for some finite s 
U has a Deft quotient division ring (see [ 5 1 or f 12]), say, D. Let A” c D be the 
quotient field of Z and Q 2 A’ that of 0. D is central simple over R of dimension 
p2m. for some nt. By Zawnhaus ( [ 121, Theorem 6) we have 
8 2. U as algebra ower its center 7 
(i). Let T be the reduced trace of D over K, and 
T(x. y) = T(x),) 
the inner product on D defined by T. T( . ) and T( . + . ) have vdues in K, and 
their restrictkms to U fiave values in 2. For a basis B of D over K, 6, denotes the 
discriminant of B, i.e., if B = { e1 , . . . , tptt ) , then 
6, = det ((T&, ej?il ri jrp2m I- 
, 
f;or B C U, 6, E Z(see, e.g., [ 51 for these detlnitions and resultsi. We define the 
discrimictant ideal LI of U over 2 by 
A = Z- ideal generated by & 1 B a basis of D over K, B C U) . 
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(ii). Now we assume k is algebralcally closed. 
Let N be a maximal idea1 of 2, so &‘M = k. U/MU is a separable algebra over k 
if and only if its discriminant is not 0. This happens if and only if K has a basis 8 
over K, B C U such that 6, e M, h other words, if M $j A. 
Set % = Spec ( Z )+ and let 2, bc the Giski open subset of Z consisting of all 
prime ideals of 2 not containing A. 2, is an open subscheme of the irreducible 
scheme 2, For M a maximal ideal in 2, U,IMU is separable if and only if M E Z,. 
From general results in separable algebras over rings (see (21 or 8-1) ), it follows 
that for any prime ideal P in 2, UP is separable over ZP if and onIy if P E Z,; 
here ZP denotes, as usual, the localization of Z with respect o P, and UP = Z,U. 
Let for 6 E 7, P + 0, Za denote the lo&zation of 2 with respect o the mul- 
tiplicatively closed system (a’ I i = 1.2, . . .} 9 &la = 7,U, and Z. tire Zariski open 
subset of Z of the PC; % with a & P. We define a sheaf of algebras F on 2 by 
with the obvious restriction homomorphisms. The results of the preceding para- 
graph tell us that the restriction of r to 2, is a locally sqlarable sheaf of algebras 
on 2, @f. [ 11). and that F is not separable in the points of 2 outsied 2,. 1 t fot- 
lows from results of Zassenhaus [ 121 that, for a maximal ideal ,V in Z. U/MU is 
central simple of dimension pztfl over Z/M = k whenever M E 2,. 
8 3. Maximal subfields of 10 
(i). Let the field k be perfect. 2!assenhaus has proved that U is a maximal order 
in I) ([12), Lemma 5, pp. I&- I?). He actually showed: if A is a subring of D 
having the property: 
there exists 11 E I) such that U 5 A !ii 12 _* 1 CL 
then 
what 
A = U. Since 0 is noetherian, this is easilv d 
stronger esult . 
seen to imply the following some- 
Consider a maximal subfield L of D; then [LX] = JP*. Define V = L n U. 
v I) 2 and D = U Qpz K, hence 1, is the quotient field of V . By Lemma 3.1, 
U K integrally closed. 
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(ri). in what follows, k is assumed to be algebraically closed 
ht M be a maximal ideal in 7. Out of a set of generators of v OVC~ 2 WC &OCN 
a minintd set of generators of VM over &, say ul, . . . , a,. They generate L Over 
nj Similarty, we choose a set of generators 6,. . . . , b, of L/M over 
VN contained in u which is minimal with these properties; then t 3 JP. A b&s 
for VdW VM met &/M& can be chosen from the elements l~f mod Mlr,, 
. . . ,4, mod MV;w ; say we get as a basisa t mod MV_8f.  . . , a,$ mad MU,. 
Similarly we choose a basis for !l_&McI;H over V#/MUM~ say I+ mod NV,v, . . . , 
QS mad M Vgf. Then 
a &pmiule, where (a,, . . , as*) denotes the ZM-moduie grrnerated by 
ai,. . . . a,,. Since M&+, is the radical of Zlcr, we get from Nakaysma’s Lemma that 
VeV is generated by Q~, . . . , a,~. From the choice of at, . . . , a, it follows that 
$‘ = J;. fn a similar way one shows that t’ = t. 
The &men ts a$i mod MU,+, , E Q i G s, 1 G j G t, form ia basis of U,&4#UAf 
cM?r z,!lsj z&* = k. Now assume M E 2,. Then &&lU.fw is central simple over 
k of dimension pZrn, hence $1 = p*ln. Since s, t 2 pm, we get s s= I = pm. Let 6 be 
the dliscriminant of* the basis { a#i 1 I 6 i, j G pm} . Since UM/MUM is separable 
(;lryer k, 6 e 4-i. i.e., M f Z6 . 
Let N be any maxima! ideal in Z. NE 2,. We clairrr that { a$j 1 i G i, i G pm ) 
is ar batis of iI;\, over &. The a,&j are contained in U and linearly independent 
uver A’. hmce certainly over Z/v. bt x E U,,v ; then x = C i i x~,&IP~ with Xi,i E K . 
Consider the equations 
The coeffiiitnts of these equations are in &, and the determinmt of the matrix 
i?@& @J,)) is 6. Since 6 $ N, it is invertible in ZIVF so aJi xi, j E ZN, and 
therefore the utbj generate ti,V over ZiV .
isrbasisof Uil:over &.andbt....,h 
From this it is immediate that 4 I, + . . , up” 
P” one of UIV over V,41. Here we have con- 
sidered U UJV ) as 3 feft module over U( Ujzr), but the same arguments of Course 
hoid for rig% modufes. We summarize our results in the following propositicsn. 
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(iii). Now suppose, moreover, that the maximal subfield I, ofD is separable over 
K. We ciaim that, for M E Z,, V&WM is separable over &/MZM = k. In the 
proof of the abcrve proposition we have seen that elements q , l . . , apm exist in 
V which form a basis of VM over .&+, and whose cosets moduloMV~, are a basis 
of V,/MV, over i&f/M z,N = k. Since L is separable over K, the elements 
:q* l l l * a$, ate linearly independent over &. Let W be the Z-moduIe generated 
hy<..... $,,r. Assume VM,4f Vhf to be inseparable over ZM/M& = k. Then 
the cosetsoy mod MQ,. s . . , t@, mod MVM would be linearly dependent over 
k, Hence we might assume, e.g., th;tt 4 mod fif VM is a linear combination of the 
ottws, and cunsequently that 4 mod hf(lt, is 3 k-linear combination of 
4 mod &fW,,, . . . s a”,,# * In mod nlW, in N,+,/hfW,w. Hence 
By Nakayama’s Lemma this inrplizs that 
which contradicts the linear independence of<, . . . , $, over ZM. Thus we have 
shown 
8 4. Families of representations 
fj), Let X be 3 xhernc. WC recall that a rpec~~r bundle of runk r on X consists of 
( I ) a scheme E and a morphism n : E -+ X, 
(2) an open covering (Vi} of X, called atlas, 
(3) isomorphisms @i : n-‘(l/i) -*A” X Wi of schemes OWN LJi such that for all i, j: 
is an iJonlorphism over Ui n U” such that its cohomomorphism $$. takes the co- 
’ ordinates X,, . . . , Xp onN into linear forms in the Xi: 
where all at*/’ E r(Ui n UP ox), & denoting the structure sheaf on X (see 17. 
pp. 294-s) j. Notation: (E, 7t. X). 
To avoid distinguishing one particular atlas, one assumes the atlas to he maxima!. 
The ncWm of a vector bundle of rank I is equivalent to that of a locally free sheaf 
clef modules of rank t on X, the sheaf L corresponding to E being the sheaf of sec. 
tiuns of&L 
A mqdtism of vector bundles over X: (,E, n, X) + (F, p, x) is a morphism 
0 : E -J, F awe X locally given by morphisms 
given by tinear transformations ofA’ intoN with coefficients in’ the structure 
Waf of Ui (as in(3) of the definition of vector bundle). A morphism of a vector 
bundle into itself is called an endcmorphism, and the ring of endomorphisms of
[E. A, X) is denoted by End(E, n, X), or End & for short, 
(iii). Consider a Lie algebra !I over an algebraically closed field k (of arbitrary 
characteristic) and a scheme K over k. Rudakov and SafareviC [ 83 have defined 
afi&& ofwpresentationr of $1 with basis X as a vector bundle (E, n, X) together 
with a k-linear representation # of 9 in End E. Notation: E =(E, II, X, 61. For each 
closed point x E X this defines a k-linear representation 
where the linear space Ex over k is the fibid! a-l(x). The rank of (E, n, X) is called 
the dimembtz of the family. E is called inducible if every & is irreducible. 
Let E = f.E, n, X, #) and F = (F, p, X, 9); be families of representations of $1. A 
morphism of E into F is a morphismf : (E, n, x) + (I;: p, X) of vector bundles 
0ver X satisfying 
The I of isomorphism ciasses of famities of irreducible rt-dimensional represen- 
tiotls of !I with basis X is denoted by R,,(X). 
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M E = (E, II, X, 9) be a family of irreducible n-dimensional representations of $1 , 
and 1’ : Y --, X 3 morphism of schemes over k. Consider the inverse image 
WE, frtr, y) of the vector bundle (E. n, x) with respect of, and let rbe the corte- 
spending homomorphism of End E into End f*E. Then 
defines a family of irreducible n-dimensional representations of g with basis Y : 
IfyE. ,f- n, Y, 7~’ Cp) = PE. Thus R, is a contravariant functor from the category of 
schemes over k to the category of sets. If this functor R, can be represented by a 
family E =(E, n, A’, #), we cdl E a u&a~& family of irreducible n-dimensional 
representations of il. That is, E is 3 universal family if 
ay : Horn,, ( Y, X) + R,(Y) 
defined by 
is a bijection for every scheme Y over k. R,(.Spec(k)) consists of (the equivalence 
classes of) all the irreducible n-dimensional representations of y , so in case E is a 
universal family, each irreducible representation of g is realized in precisely one of 
the fibers n-t(~), x a dosed point of X. 
(iii). Here is an important example of a family of representations. Let g be 3 Lie 
algebra over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p, L a maximal sub- 
fieldofD, V=LnU(seeg3).Set V=Spec(U)andp: V+Z=Spec(Z)the 
projection defined by the inclusion of Z in l!, E/, =p-t(i?,), G the restriction to ’ 
I/a of the sheaf of right (?CF-moduies on V defined by U as a right V-module. By Prop 
osition 3.2, G is locally free of rank p”’ , so it defines a vector bundle (U, n, VA) of 
rank JF. The action of g by left multiplication on U and hence on C, defines 3 
k-linear representation X of !I in End W. This will be shown to yield an irreducible 
representsltion in each fiber. Consider a maximal ideal NE VA ; N n Z = M is 3 
maximal ideal E 2,. The action of g on U can be extended to an action of U oh 
U, by left multiplication. This induces an action of the central simple algebra 
U/MU on U/MU 3s a right V//WV -module. In §3, (ii), we have seen that U/MU 
has dimension pJm over Z/M = k, and V/MI/ has dimension pm. Since N is 3 
maximal ideal in v, (&V = k and U/(JV has dimension pnl over rlc. This implies h3t 
U/V/MU is a maximal left ideal of U/MU, hence U/UN is irreducible under the ac- 
tion of g. 
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(iv). Since the irreducible represeiltations of degree pm of a Lie algebra 11 are in 
L-l correspondence with the closed points of the algebraic variety ZA (cf. [ 12, 
p. 26 ff.) ). one might expe, _r.rlr f-f tb- +Asts a universal family of irreducible pm- 
dimendonal representations. Unfortunately, this is f&e. This was proved for i1 of 
type A,, p > 2, by Rudakov and $afareviC ( [IS, p. 445--4461). Their proof works 
mutatjs mutandis for arbitrary Lie algebras over NI algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 5:0. For convenience of the reader, x,re shall write up here this 
nerafized version. 
Roof. Consider a family E = (I?, n, X, $1 of irreducible pfll-dimensiwsl represcwa- 
t&m of $1. For a ciwd point x E X, eX is an irreducible I ,presentation of $1 in the 
fiber I?“, which can be extended to a representation f II. Hence for z E 2, 
with a homomorphism 
the laiter symbol denoting, as usual, the k-algebra of global sections of the strut- 
ture sheaf OX on X. p defines a morphism over k 
lo the point ji$) E 2 corresponds at le;ist one irreducible representation p of !I, 
ioay, in a space V. Considering t E 2 as a function on Z, we see 
b t since JI is the cohomomorphism of fE, 
p must be #x. q& being irreducible of dimension p”‘, fE(x) EZ,, so we may 
consider fE as a morphism of X in 2,. 
Naw assume E is universal. In that case each irreducible representation of
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dimension pm is realized precisely once as a $J~, so 
is bijective. This implies that X is irreducible and that its function field k(X) is a 
purely inseparable extension of the function field of Z, which is K. 
if F = (f?, p, Y, $I) is any family of irreducible p’P’-dimensional representations, 
there exists a morphism 
.such that F =g; E, because E is universaL From this it is immediate that fi: = 
ji t, gF. Now take F = U = (U, IT, I& X) as in (iii) above. Since, for closed v E I-‘,, 9,. 
is ;he representation corresponding to fvAfv) E 2,. f rpA must be the projection 
p of V, on Z4 and ~1 the injection of Z in V. From iG = & ‘)gII it follows that we 
have the inctusions 
I, can be chosen so as to be separable over K, and k(X) is purely inseparable over K. 
hence k(X) = K, 
Let x be a generic point of X. There exists a nontrivial homomorphism 
Since Es = Kp”‘. we get a nontrivial homomorphism 
the algebra of pm X p-matrices over K. Since D is a division ring, such a homtr 
morphism cannot exist. Thus we are led to a contradiction. 
(v). An analysis of the proof of Proposition 4. I shows two points to bc taken into 
consideration in an effort to ensure the existence of a universal Family of dimension 
~9’~ by a modification of the definition of a family of representations. First, K has 
to be replaced by L in order to split D; this amounts to replacing.? by V. Second, 
to get a morphism fE : X -$ V (instead of X + Zj, we need a homomorphkm 
which defines in every stalk Ex eigenvalucs of the elements of V. Thus one is led to 
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the fo~llowing generalizations lof definitions given by Rudakov and SafareviC [S], 
who followed an example of Grothendieck (see 14) ). In the rest of this section. L 
is a maximal separable subfield of D, fried once for ail. and V = L n U. 
A rigid repmmtation of !J is a representation f !I, and hence of U, together 
with a common eigenvector for the elements of V. Morphisms of rigid representa- 
tions are defined in the obvious way. Notice that multiplication in tie representa- 
tion space by a nonzero e!ement of k is an isomorphism of rigid representations. 
Let p be a pm-dimensional irreducible representation of !l in a linear space W, 
corres;pcmding to a maximal ideal M in Z. Since M E Z,, V/MV is a pm-dimensional 
commutative semisimple algebra over the algebraically ctased fietd k, hence V has 
p iine.arIy independent eigenvectors in N with distinct weight functions. Thus p 
* es rise to precisely p” nomsomorphic rigid representations. 
A family of rigid representations E = (Ev A, X, $J, s) of the Lie algebra !1 consists 
of a family of representations (E, n, X, 9) together with a global section s in E which 
is a weight vector of V. i.e., for every closed point x E X, s(x) ilt 0 and s(x) is a 
commcm eigenvector for the elements of #J V ). s is called the rtqidity of E. 
Morphisms of families of rigid representations and universal families of rigid re- 
presentations are defined as in the nonrigid case. A universal family is unique up 
to isomorphism, if it exists. Let E = (&C. n, X, @, s) be a family of rigid representa- 
tions. E the IocaHy free mod& ot sections of E. For X e k, h + 0, multiplication 
by X in E defines an &morphism of families of rigid representations. Hence re- 
placing .S by As means replacing of E by an isomorphic family. 
(vi ). Let (0’. n, V,, X) be the family of irreducible p”’ -dimensional representa- 
tions of 9 defined in (iii). Remember that now L is assumed to be separable over K. 
t E U defines a global section over VA, which is a weight vector of V, so it defines 
it rigidity in the family. Thus we get a family of irreducible p-dimensionaf rigid 
representations U, = (U, n, VA, X, I). 
(vii). Sn this, the fina! part of 54, we shah prove that the family U, is universal. 
Isor 11 of typeAl. p# 2, this result is again dare to Rudakov and SafareviC 181. 
‘Iheir proof can be easily adapted to the general case; for convenience of the reader 
we shall give rt here. 
Theorem 4.2. Let g be ,a Lie algebm over an uJgebraica#y closed field k uf char- 
acteristic p + 0. men U 1 = (U. n, V,, X, 1) is a urtizt4rsol funtily uf irredticible 
p+iimemintwl @id mpresentutions of y. 
t RRn( Y) denote the set of isomorphism classes of families of irreducible 
~~djr~en~i~~ rigid representations. For every scheme Y over k, there is a mapping 
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or : Hoq( Y, V,) + RR,,(Y) 
which maps a k-morphism 
f: Y-w, 
on the family f *Ut = WV, f *n, f “0 h, f* 1). We have to show that a is bijective. 
To this end we shall construct an inverse mapping 
Let F = (F, p, Y, 3/, s) be a family in a class of RRP,FI. s being a weight vector of 
It, there exists a homomorphism 
such that 
Note that we identify F with the corresponding sheaf of sections F, considered 
as a right Oy’module. y defines a k-morphism 
f: Y-V. 
As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 one sees that f maps the closed points of Y into 
V’, so we may consider fas an element of Homk(Y, VA). We set 
WF)=f, 
pot = 1 is immediate from the definitions of U 1, a and 0. To show that @? = 1, 
WC have to construct an isomorphism between f*U and F, iff= /3(F). Let X be, 
an affine open set in Y; X = Spec(A ) for a k-algebra A. The restriction of the 
sheaf F of sections of F to X can be writen as F 1 X = %, the sheaf of modules de- 
fiicd by the right A-module A& Let s I X = %, m EM We may assume X to be 
chosen in such a way that f maps X into an affine open set Va = p-b?6 of V for 
some 6 E A (p = projection of V on 2). 
f(X:X-+t’, 
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h;as a cohomomor phism 
otke that far v E V, 
if we identify I’ (X, &) with A. Consider the right A~mtiuie 
A considered 2s a left V-module via r M’ defines a sheaf of modules %’ on X, and 
dearly 
G king the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle (U, n, X’), hence the sheaf de- 
fined by II on t/a. Define 
h: U+M 
?or u E U, v E V . we get 
hG) == $(uv) ;;; 
:= $i(u) $(v) s-i 
:= $(u) iii p(v) 
== hri2;i jj v), 
hence h is a bnomorphism of right V-modules. So we can extend h to a homa- 
morpihism of right A-modules 
h’:M’=MQPyA+M, 
~~~~h induces a homomorphism of sheaves of 0 y I X-modutes 
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h*:fGIX=ii’+ii=FIX. 
It is straightforward to verify that these homomorphisms for the various affine 
open sets X which cover Y can be pasted together so as to give a homomorphism 
from f*G to F, which we shall also denote by h*. h* defines a morphism of vector 
bundles 
It is immediate that 
IP(j-(l)) = S. 
From the definitions of h and 
morph&m af left $1 -moduies 
& one easily derives that h induces a k-linear homo- 
f<x closed pointsy E Y. The representations of i] in I$ and (j*U)j,=cy, are irreducible, 
$ is nontrivial, h *uy 1 j) = s and s,,, # 0, so we must conclude that h; is an iso- 
morphism of rigid y-representations, forevery cfosed pointy E Y. Hence we have 
an isomo@ lim of families of rigid representations 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
$5. Representations of Lie algebras of type Al in characteristic 2. 
Let !I be the Lie algebra of an almost simple algebraic group of type A I over an 
algebraically closed field k. In case p > 2 the representations of 9 have been de- 
termined in [8). Rather than trying to obtain these results again in the framework 
of the general theory presented in the preceding sections, which would require a 
good deal of computations, we shall consider here the casep = 2. Then there are 
two forms of Lie algebras of type A E, viz., the Lie algebra of SL,(k) and that of 
~L#)* 
(i). !j is the Lie algebra of SL2(k). F -om a Chevalley basis in characteristic 0 we 
get by reduction mod 2 the basis H, X, Y satisfying 
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[X, Y) = H, [H, X] = [H. Yj = 0. 
So the Cartan subalgebra 11 is the center of il. By Proposition i-2, [ I I ] , 
Q=klH, XT, Y2) andH, X2 and Yz are algebraically independent over k. (), being 
il polynomial ring, is integrally ciosed. From the existence af the Steinberg repre- 
rmt&o;n of dimension 2 ( 191 s [ lo]) we infer that [D : K] ;;at 4, But Q = 
k(H, X2, Yl), hence [D : Q] = 4 and K = Q. U is a finitely generated @module, 
hence 2 is integral over (?. Therefore Z = 0. 
Since U is a free module Over Z = 0 with basis 1, X, Y, XY, the discriminant 
ideal A is generated by the discriminant S of this basis. The trace bilinear form of 
IV aver A’ is eaf,iiy computed for char(k) = 2: 
For the discriminant of the basis 1, X, Y, XY we get from this 
himCe 
A=(H’). 
As a maximal separable subfield of D we take 
L = K(m). 
Then 
V = L n U = Z[XY) = B[H, X2, Yz, XY] 
VA is the open set given by Ti + 0. The only singular point of V is (0, 0, 0, 0), 
which is not in VA. Every point of 2, gives precisely one irreducible 2-dimen- 
&WI representation of d, every point of VA precisely one irreducible 2-dimen- 
siona! rigid representation. Here a rigid representation is a representation together 
with an ekenvector of XY. 
To see what happens in the points of 2 outside Z,, we consider a maximal 
tSealMof Z =k[Tl, T$ T3] (here Ti =H, Tz =X2, T3 = Y2)with T, EM, say 
M=(Tl, T2--a2, T3-a3). 
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Then U/MU has a k-basis 1, x, y, xy with 
x2 = OS?, y? = “3, xy = yx. 
This algebra is commutative and its only maximal ideal is 
(x + G2. Y + Jh 
hence it yields precisely one irreduciblereprerentation, f dimension 1 if (02, a3 ) 
+ (O,O), of ditnension 0 if (aI, aJ) = (0,O). 
(ii).!1 is the Lie algebra of ffiL,(A). From an integral basis in characteristic, 0 
one gets by reduction rn;*d 2 a basis H, X, Y with 
IX. Yl = 0, [H, X] = x, [H, Y] = Y. 
The Casimir operator in characteridic 0 is U2 + H-- XY, so in characteristic 2 we 
get as an invariant in U under the adjoint operation of 6, i.e.. as an element of the 
c’en ter 
T, =H2+H+XY, 
o=k[H2 +H, X2. Y2] 
and 
Z3C)[TIj =k[H2+H,X2. Y2,XY] 
25 k[Xl, X2, X3, X4] AXi + X2-Y3). 
We see that Spec( 0 [ Tl 1) is a 3-dimensional hypersurface whose singularities are 
given by X, = X3 =X4 = 0, i.e., the set of singularities has codirnension 2. Then 
i+ is well known that Spec$, (I[Tt 1 j is a riormal variety (7, p. 39 1, Prop. 21, hence 
f,?\r, ] is integrally ciosed. 
Since [D : K) is a square, [D : K] 3 4. Obviously, D is spanned over Q(r, ) 
= k(# + H, X2, Y2, XU, by I, H, X, HX, since Y = (X2)--*(XP’)X. Hence 
[D : Q(?) )] < 4. It follows that K = Q(Tt) and that [D : K] = 4. Again, Z is 
integral oker c) [ Tl 1 and hence 
z=c>[T,] =k[H2+H,X2, Y2,XY]. 
F.D. Veldkamp. Families of representations of tie uigelwas in characteristic p 
The trace bilinear form of D over K is easily computed: 
T(X + Jdf + vx + pBx. A’ + JiH + v’x -4” p’HX) 
= lip’ + ph’ + jlp’ + X2(vpf + pv’), 
nd thus one gets the discriminant of the basis 1 3 W, X, HX: 6, = X4, SimiJarly, the 
dixriminant of the basis I, H, Y, HY is 6, = Y4. J-Jence 
Now considct a closed point of 2 not in Zxz u Zx3, i.e., a maximal ideal in Z of the 
f43rnr 
M = M, --=a x,, x,, X4). 
U is generated over k = ZjM by elements 1, h, x, y witi 
x2 972 =xy=yx=h*+h+a=0, 
hx:+xh=x,hy+yh=y. 
radical is 1(x, y) f 0, so U/MU is not separable, i.e., M $2, .Thus we conclude 
We take 
L = KCH) = k(H, X2, Yz, Xu). 
V=LfW=Z[~=k[H,Xz,Yz.XYJ 
2 2 k[X,, X2, X,, X41 /(X4 + X,X,). 
on V& = Vx,z U Vx3 one has a rigid representation i  each closed point. The sin- 
gtilar points (X2 = X3 = X4 = 0) form precisely the complement of V, in X. 
Consider a closed point of Z&, , i.e., a maximal ideal in Z of the form 
M =1X, --t+ X2, X,, X4,. 
As seen able, U/iUU has the radicaJ R = (x, y ). 
~~~~~ ~~Mffj~R -Z k @ k. Thus we get two inequivaJent irreducible representations 
of dimension I in wxy point where Q + 0, whereas for QI = 0 we get one nonzero 
I-dimensional representation and the null representation. The only 121 -representa- 
tions (or restricted-) are obtained for 
since in that cast Hz + W = X1, X 
2 
2 = X2 and Y2 = X3 are r+resented by 0, and 
X4 = X,X 3 = 0. Thus we get a E-dimensional irreducible 121 -representation and 
the ml11 representation. 
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